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 Are you ready to take it to the extreme?  

Torque books thrust you into the action-

packed world of  sports, vehicles, mystery, 

and adventure. These books may include 

dirt, smoke, fire, and dangerous stunts.                         

                     
          : read at your own risk.

Warning
™
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 The mountain lion is a 
fearsome wild cat. It stalks 
its prey under the cover of  
night. Then it leaps on top of  
its victim. Its powerful jaws 
easily snap the prey’s neck.  
Its sharp teeth crunch through 
the spine. The mountain lion 
will feast on the carcass  
for days. You do not want  
to become its next meal!
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Buried Treasure
A mountain lion buries its kill  

under dirt or leaves. This hides the  

food from animals that might steal it. 

The mountain lion comes back again 

and again to feed.
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 Mountain biker Anne Hjelle raced down a 
rugged California trail. Her friend Debi Nicholls 
was close behind. Anne whizzed around curves 
and past a deserted bike. She had no idea she  
was being hunted. Suddenly Anne saw a flash  
of  reddish fur. Then a mountain lion slammed 
her to the ground.
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What Anne Didn’t Know
The deserted bike belonged to  

Mark Reynolds. The mountain lion  
had killed him just hours before it attacked Anne.
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You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 
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